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Petsafe Wire Adapter This adapter is compatible with the following Petsafe In Fence Ground Fence Petsafe Deluxe in the Petsafe Stubborn Dog Fence Pets Little Dog Fence Compatible with transmitters that look like this If you're not sure of compatibility with your system, please feel free to call us. Petsafe Wire Joiners
Two additional waterproof gel capsules for PetSafe In-Ground Fence systems. Repair the damaged wire boundaries by splicing the broken wires together. A pair of replacement long probes for Petsafe Dog Collars/RECEIVERs RF-1010 transmitter will work with the following PetSafe collars (purchased separately). Works
with PetSafe Collars PUL-275 PetSafe Ultralight Deluxe PRF-275-19 PetSafe Stubborn Dog PUL-250 PetSafe Ultralight PIG00-11006 PetSafe Cat PIG00-11078 PetSafe Little Dog PIG00-13737 PetSafe Rechargeable SDF-Sport-11042 PetSafe Little Dog Collar Features covers up to 10 acres (4,000 feet) of wire (wires
purchased separately) Wire Loops Break Light Alarm Indicator and Wire Break Audio Signaling Indicator Easy to replace existing transmitter works with many PetSafe's ground collar Add as many dog collar receivers to the system as you need Box Includes 1010 Transmitter AC poweradapter Be the first to review this
product! DogsElectric Dog Fence Parts Do you ever return home to an incessant beep from your garage and your dog is not where to find? Something must be wrong either with your invisible fence transmitter or there is a break in your invisible fence! It happened to me (except that I didn't lose my dog). My problem was
with my PetSafe RF-125 invisible fence transmitter (which comes in the PetSafe PRF-304W Deluxe In-Ground Fence kit) and I was able to figure out how to fix it. PetSafe will charge you $35 for any repairs, but you may be able to solve this problem yourself for $1 if you have basic soldering skills. The invisible PetSafe
RF-125 fence transmitter has several lines of protection to keep your device damaged without repair. First, a fuse that is available from the back of the device. Second, it's fuzzy resistors inside the device, which inch hopefully if your transmitter has a problem (like mine) with one of these fusible components blowing.
Steps to diagnose and repair problems with the PetSafe RF-125 transmitter: Make sure that the replacement fuse on the back of the device is not detonated and if it replaces it. If there is no wire, the other from one end of the fuse to the other, it is blown up. Make sure your transmitter is a problem by performing a short
cycle test. If it succeeds you have a break in your the fence and your transmitter is fine. (Directions are on the inside of the transmitter cover, which turns upwards) Disable the transmitter from the AC adapter and disable the disconnect and ground wires. Take the transmitter off the wall and open it by removing five
screws on the back. Look for damaged electrical components. Usually you can tell by component or print board being bleached brown or black. (In my situation I could say, because the external coating of the fussy resistor was destroyed) Fusible resistors will be larger and have different colored bodies, usually gray
compared to a normal resistor who is light brown. If you have a blown fluffy resistor, desolder is old and solder in the new one. (It can also work for other components that are collapsing, but there may be many other damaged components, and they may not look damaged from the outside, or the printed board itself may
be damaged) Do a short cycle test once again to make sure you have solved the problem. The fussy resistor that blew on the board for me is in the bottom right corner of the board. My printed board is marked with RF125 REV 02, and the fussy resistor that exploded is marked R29. Note that the fusible resistor label is
right below it, so you can't see it until you remove it. In the picture below is my printed board (RF125 REV 02) with a wind-blowing fussy resistor (R29) removed: Determining which component to order was not an easy task for me. When the fussy resistor blew it destroyed the outer coating, making it impossible for me to
see the resistor of color coding. Since I didn't know what part to order, I first contacted PetSafe support asking for that drag and power part. They promptly responded as follows: Thank you for contacting us. Unfortunately, the scheme is property and no information is reported from our product engineers to consumers.
The entire transmitter will need to be replaced. Please contact me if you have any additional questions or concerns. How frustrating! I have not asked for a scheme and anyone with a working device knows this patented information I ask for! RF-1010 10 acre transmitter.Compatible with PUL-275, UL-275, PUL-250, UL250, PRF-275-19, PRF-275, RF-275,. PIG00-10778, and all Petsafe Comfort Fit Collar Systems.10 Acre Replacement Petsafe transmitter for stubborn fence dogs, PIG00-10777, PIG00-10773, and PIG00-13661 SystemsShow Read more petsafe rf 1010 transmitter. petsafe rf 1010 collar. petsafe rf 1010 manual. petsafe
rf 1010 transmitter problem. petsafe rf 1010 compatible collar. petsafe rf 1010 transmitter manual. petsafe rf-1010 power supply. petsafe rf-1010 replacement collar
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